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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are developing a class named Scorecard. The following code
implements the Scorecard class. (Line numbers are included for
reference only.)
You create the following unit test method to test the Scorecard
class implementation:
You need to ensure that the unit test will pass.
What should you do?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Option
Option
Option
Option

D
C
B
A

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a mesh VPN Community configured to create a
site-to-site VPN. Given the displayed VPN properties, what can
you conclude about this community? Exhibit:
A. Changing the setting Perform IPsec data encryption with from
AES-128 to 3Des will increase the encryption overhead.
B. Changing the setting Perform key exchange encryption with
from AES-256 to 3DES will enhance the VPN Community's security
, and reduce encryption overhead.
C. Change the data-integrity setting for this VPN Community
because MD5 is incompatible with AES.
D. The VPN Community will perform IKE Phase 1 key-exchange
encryption using the longest key Security Gateway R77 supports.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
The incorrect JVM parameter for FI to contact Config server is
A. FI_IS_CONFIGSER should be N
B. ALTERNATE_IP should be set
C. PRIMARY_IP should be set
D. PORT_NUM should be set
Answer: A
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